Multiple Choice Spelling Test

Look at each word in the line and pick out the one that is spelled correctly.

1. paregraffs | paragraphs | paragaphs | paragrafs
2. petraglyfs | pretroglyphs | petroglyphs | pretrogli
3. foto | photoe | fotoe | photo
4. tellefone | telefone | telephone | telephon
5. graffs | graphs | grayfphs | graffes
6. laff | laughf | lauff | laugh
7. caoff | coff | cough | couph
8. rough | ruff | rouph | roughph
9. enuff | enouph | enugh | enough
10. tough | touph | tuff | touff

Use the spelling words from above and fill in the blank.

1. There are ____________________________ drawn on the rocks.
2. I took a ____________________________ of my rabbit.
3. The ____________________________ rang.
4. Jokes make me ____________________________.
5. I had a runny nose and ____________________________.
6. The rock was ____________________________, not smooth.
7. I had ____________________________ money for the movie.
8. We have to write three ________________________ on a rodeo.
9. You learn how to make __________________ in math.